THE ECONOMY OF INDQ-CHINA
so as to bring In new revenues, they must subsist—moral considerations
to the contrary*
On the practical side, the state showed a blithe ignorance of such
important factors as its poverty in men, money* and methods. Its
insufficient study of the means of transportation* native psychology
and customs, and the mechanism of its rivals, has weighed heavily upon
the consumer. The ousted middlemen organized an opposition which
soon proved that they did know their job in a way that the state could
never equal. Secretly or openly there was perforce recourse to their
services. The multiplication of middlemen raised prices, and in the
confusion between alternating regimes the colony was not properly
provisioned at any price. The profits went to the macessIonnaiiTe,, and
the bkme to the government. The budget, for whose sweet sake the
monopolies were created, groaned under the cost of its cumbersome
functioning.
The effect on native economy, health, and good temper is incalcti-
lable. A permanent state of war existed between the R6gie and the
people which resulted in thousands of legal condemnations every
year. Prisons are filled with unfortunates whose crime has been to prefer
the cheaper and better contraband article, or to have bad an enemy to
denounce their fictitious guilt. The majority of real contrabandists are
the village Notables whose position makes them immune. Aimamite
forbearance has been hard proven by the blundering of the R%Ie*s
agents, who themselves suffer from ignorance of the country, debility
caused by the climate, nostalgia for France, and too mutch authority.
Tact, the quality they needed most, has been conspicuously
The monopolies are less hated for themselves than for the
vexatiously enforce diem. The problem 1ms not yet reached an ulti-
mate solution. 'Only recently Robin with one hand reduced the price
of monopolies, and with the other increased tfae Regie's personnel,
An easily balanced budget Is the secret of any permanent reform.
L@efd Budgets
Boumer's strong centralization poicy of developing the genera!
budget at the expense of the shrunken local budgets produced a re-
action under his successors towards financial decentralization. Tbe
1911 decree not only tried to undermine the exaggerated Importance of
tibe 'General Services, whose stiff	were	the
but at the same time to give more Ife to
Usances, whose xumute sobdmsiQBi, It was	to tte

